The Morton System
Can you cut a piece of glass like this:

or these

or 100 identical pieces like this?

If not – you owe it to yourself to try The Morton System of glass cutting tools. Using the various components
will allow a beginning hobbyist or professional studio to easily make cuts in glass that are difficult or impossible to
accomplish with other tools.
Morton Cutting Surface
The heart of the system, into which the other components ‘plug-in,’ this unique molded
plastic surface allows glass chips to collect in the bottom, while leaving the cutting
surface clean and scratch-free. May also be used alone, for clean and safe glass cutting
anywhere in your home! Sold in packs of two inter-locking grids 11¼” x 15¾”.
Purchase additional 2-packs to create larger grid surface.
#SS02P
Grid Surface

#SS02P

Morton Extra Glass Stops
Additional glass stops make it easy to save
various size settings in a project. Set of five
glass stops.
#PG06B
Safety Break System
An innovative set of tools that allow
you to make any variety of curved and
straight breaks. ‘Impossible’ cuts are
made routine, by controlling the break
anywhere along your score line! Used in
conjunction with a grid cutting surface,
the combination is simple & easy to use,
and the results are unbelievable!
#SB01

Portable Glass Shop
Easily cut squares, diamonds, trapezoids and many other geometric shapes.
Squaring fence now reverses for thick and thin glass. Instruction booklet
accompanied by an audio CD. (Purchase grid separately.) Includes:
aluminum cutting bar, squaring fence, squaring blocks, bar locks, inch/
metric ruler, small squaring fence, cutting gauge, glass stops, angles.
#PG01B
The M80 Giant Runner
A wonderful breaking tool that functions
something like a giant running
pliers. However, this tool can
start a break anywhere along
a score line, and the extra
long 25” handles give you
tremendous leverage and control! The attached grid surface
will collect glass chips and slivers to keep your work area clean. This tool
can break out the most difficult cuts imaginable!
#SB80
Assembly Tray For 3-D Projects
Heavy plastic tray with 3 recessed wells which
hold the corner of your work at an exact angle
as you tack solder together. Triangular, square
and pentagon geometric shapes are easily
assembled into jewelry boxes, paper-weights,
lamps & more! Includes instructions for 8
exciting projects.
#PG05
Clean Cut Came Vise
Another handy Glass Shop ‘plug-in’
accessory! This wood miter box is
designed to securely hold, but not
crush – zinc, brass and large lead cames
for perfect border miters. Use with a
standard hacksaw (not included) for
clean and easy 45° and 90° miter joints.
#ZM01

Morton Twister
With a twist of your hand, this simple tool quickly
twists wire or thin lead came for use as a decorative
edge trim on boxes, panels, lampshades, etc.
#MT01

Be Square With the Morton Layout Block System

Replacing the traditional
layout board of plywood,
wood strips and horseshoe
nails, the layout block system
consists of aluminum ‘L’
blocks that cannot warp
or absorb flux, and long
aluminum push pins.
The layout blocks are used
with homosote board or
ceiling tile for quick and easy positioning of panel layouts.
Additional layout add-ons can expand the system with a variety of blocks
for positioning any project, from windows to lampshades to tiny boxes!
#LB01 Layout Block System:
Ten 6” Blocks & 40 Push Pins
#LB02 12” Layout Add-Ons:
Four 12” Blocks, Four 3” Blocks
& 40 Push Pins
#LB17 17” Layout Add-Ons:
Two 17” Blocks & 16 Push Pins
#LB23 23” Layout Add-Ons:
Two 23” Blocks & 16 Push Pins
#LBSET One each of the 4 sets above.
Aluminum Push Pins
Used to hold foiled glass together before soldering. Sharp steel
point is excellent for use with homosote board or ceiling tile
panels. Pin shown actual size.
#5024 Pkg. of 24
#5024Q Box of 100

